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Abstract

Protein based polymers provide an exciting and complex landscape for tunable natural 

biomaterials through modulation of molecular level interactions. Here we demonstrate the ability 

to modify protein polymer structural and mechanical properties at multiple length scales by 

molecular ‘interference’ of fibrin’s native polymerization mechanism. We have previously 

reported that engagement of fibrin’s polymerization ‘hole b’, also known as ‘b-pockets’, through 

PEGylated complimentary ‘knob B’ mimics can increase fibrin network porosity but also, 

somewhat paradoxically, increase network stiffness. Here, we explore the possible mechanistic 

underpinning of this phenomenon through characterization of the effects of knob B-fibrin 

interaction at multiple length scales from molecular to bulk polymer. Despite its weak monovalent 

binding affinity for fibrin, addition of both knob B and PEGylated knob B at concentrations near 

the binding coefficient, Kd, increased fibrin network porosity, consistent with the reported role of 

knob B-hole b interactions in promoting lateral growth of fibrin fibers. Addition of PEGylated 

knob B decreases the extensibility of single fibrin fibers at concentrations near its Kd but increases 

extensibility of fibers at concentrations above its Kd. The data suggest this bimodal behavior is 

due to the individual contributions knob B, which decreases fiber extensibility, and PEG, which 

increase fiber extensibility. Taken together with laser trap-based microrheological and bulk 

rheological analyses of fibrin polymers, our data strongly suggests that hole b engagement 

increases in single fiber stiffness that translates to higher storage moduli of fibrin polymers despite 
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their increased porosity. These data point to possible strategies for tuning fibrin polymer 

mechanical properties through modulation of single fiber mechanics.

Introduction

Protein-based polymers, such as those derived from extracellular matrix proteins, are widely 

utilized as biomaterials due to their inherent biocompatibility and utility in a range of 

medical and tissue engineering applications. Protein-based polymers provide a complex 

landscape for modulation at the molecular level, through either chemical modification or 

modulation of specific molecular interactions with the protein. Modification of protein-

based polymers at the molecular level can affect material properties at the bulk scale; such 

modifications could provide a rich parameter space for rational design of biomaterial 

properties. However, modification of proteins at this length scale has been underutilized in 

the fields of biomaterials and tissue engineering. Here we demonstrate the ability to modify 

protein polymer structural and mechanical properties over multiple length scales by simple 

molecular ‘interference’ of the polymerization mechanism of the widely utilized protein 

polymer, fibrin.

Fibrin is a hydrogel formed from the naturally derived blood clotting protein fibrinogen. It is 

widely utilized for a number of biomedical applications due to its intrinsic ability to provide 

cell instructive cues to direct regenerative processes as well as its ability to be degraded by 

natural proteolytic processes [1, 2]; it is the body’s natural provisional wound-healing 

matrix. Fibrin monomer is derived from proteolytic cleavage of the soluble precursor 

molecule, fibrinogen, by the serine protease thrombin [3]. Upon activation fibrin monomers 

self-assemble through ‘knob-hole’ interactions to form an insoluble network [4, 5]. Fibrin 

network properties, both structural and mechanical, are influenced by the polymerization 

conditions including initial fibrinogen and thrombin concentrations, buffer ionic strength, 

pH, and calcium concentration [6–8]. Commercially available fibrin products utilize 

exceptionally high concentrations of fibrinogen and thrombin to achieve fast polymerization 

and impart mechanical integrity to the constructs [2]. However, typical fibrinogen 

concentrations of these products (30–100 mg/mL) are an order of magnitude higher than 

physiological circulating concentrations (~3 mg/mL). Despite their attractive physical 

properties, these high concentrations of fibrinogen and thrombin result in fibrin networks 

that lack the porosity necessary to facilitate optimal cellular infiltration [9]. There is interest, 

therefore, in modifying fibrin matrices to allow for increased network porosity while 

maintaining fast polymerization dynamics and mechanical integrity. To that end our group 

has previously created synthetic peptides variants that engage native fibrin polymerization 

mechanisms to altered network properties [10, 11].

Fibrinogen is comprised of two identical subunits, which each contain three chains known as 

the Aα, Bβ and γ chains. The ‘A’ and ‘B’ designation refer to N-terminal 16- and 14-amino 

acid peptides, respectively, which are released by thrombin cleavage (activation), leading to 

exposure of peptide sequences at the N termini of the α and β chains, termed knobs A and B, 

respectively. Knobs A and B interact with complementary holes a and b located in the two 

distal ‘D domains’ of the γ and β chains on neighboring fibrinogen molecules. Because holes 
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a and b do not require enzymatic cleavage to bind to their respective knob peptides, 

synthetic knob peptides have been utilized to modify fibrin network architecture for tissue 

engineering and/or drug delivery applications. Our group has created a variety of knob 

mimic constructs including knob-A-protein constructs [10], PEGylated knobs A and B [11, 

12] and knob A modified elastin like peptide micelles [13] and we have characterized their 

effect on fibrin properties such as polymerization, degradation, mechanical properties and 

network structure.

The N-terminal Gly-Pro-Arg (GPR) motif found on the α chain is the minimum knob A 

sequence required to facilitate binding to a complimentary hole a located in the γ chains [14, 

15]. The human knob B motif is comprised of the N-terminal Gly-His-Arg-Pro (GHRP) 

motif and is complementary to hole b located in the β chains [16]. A:a interactions appear to 

be the primary contributor to fibrin polymerization; polymerization is inhibited in the 

presence of high concentrations of a synthetic knob A of the sequence Gly-Pro-Arg-Pro 

(GPRP) [15]. B:b interactions appear to be less crucial in primary fibrin formation and clots 

can be formed in the absence of knob B exposure [4, 17]. There is some debate over the 

physiological relevance and specific functional role of B:b interactions, however our and 

others’ studies suggest that B:b interactions promote lateral aggregation and play a role in 

determining clot stability and susceptibility to degradation [11, 18].

Because B:b interactions are not essential to fibrin network formation, modification of fibrin 

network properties through synthetic knob B mimics is perhaps more attractive than through 

knob A mimics because one can alter properties without adversely affecting primary 

polymerization. Despite a few reports of knob-hole cross-reactivity, the knob B mimic 

derived from chicken (AHRP) has previously been demonstrated to only bind to hole B [19, 

20]. Further studies with the bovine knob B mimic (GHRPY) demonstrated that the Tyr5 

residue contributes to an altered molecular packing of fibrinogen molecules that leads to 

altered network structure and delayed fibrinolysis [18, 21]. We recently utilized a PEGylated 

knob B mimic, AHRPYAAC, to combine the knob B specificity of the AHRP sequence with 

the altered molecular packing of fibrinogen molecules of XHRPY sequences [11]. This 

PEGylated- AHRPYAAC construct enhanced the porosity of the fibrin network, decreased 

susceptibility to degradation and increased the complex modulus (G*). These prior studies 

were performed at a 1:1 molar ratio of fibrinogen:knob mimic to allow for direct comparison 

with equimolar concentration of PEGylated knob A mimics, however the reaction kinetics of 

A:a and B:b interactions vary greatly. Furthermore, the initial release of knob A by thrombin 

cleavage is significantly faster than the exposure of knob B, but as polymerization proceeds, 

the rate of knob B exposure increases, a process thought to be driven by conformation 

changes [22]. Utilizing knob B mimics at concentrations which are close to its Kd would 

allow for more robust control over fibrin network properties mediated by pre-engagement of 

the hole b.

We hypothesized that the effect of AHRPYAAC-PEG on fibrin network properties would be 

more pronounced at concentrations near the Kd of B:b interactions. Here, we first 

characterize the binding kinetics of free and PEGylated knob B mimics to fibrinogen 

fragment D and then investigate the effect of these synthetic knobs on fibrin network 

properties at concentrations below, near and above the Kd. In these studies, we characterize 
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the effect of PEGylated knob B on clot properties at multiple length scales by analyzing 

events at the molecular, nano- and micro- scale.

Materials and Methods

Preparation and characterization of PEGylated knobs

Knob B and non-binding control cysteine-terminated peptides, AHRPYAAC and 

GPSPFPAC respectively, were custom-ordered from Genscript (Piscataway, NJ) in 

lyophilized form. Peptides were conjugated to 5 kDa maleimide-PEG (JenKem Technology, 

Allen, TX) by reacting components at a 10:1 peptide to PEG molar ratio in 100 mM 

phosphate buffer pH 7.2, 150 mM NaCl, 10mM EDTA for four hours at room temperature. 

Excess unconjugated peptide was removed from the conjugated product through dialysis 

overnight into deionized water utilizing 2 kD molecular weight cutoff membranes 

(Slidalyzer, Thermo Fisher Scientific). The product was aliquoted, lyophilized and 

quantified. PEG and peptide concentrations were quantified through a barium chloride PEG 

assay and the CBQCA amine assay, respectively. Briefly, the barium chloride assay for PEG 

quantitation was based on the method of Sims and Snape and modified for a 96-well plate 

format [23]. 80 μL of sample was incubated with 20 μL of barium chloride solution (5% in 1 

M HCL). 10 μL of 0.1 N iodine solution was then added to each well and absorbance was 

measured at 535 nm using a plate reader. PEG concentration was calculated through the use 

of a standard curve generated with unconjugated 5 kD PEG. Peptide concentration was then 

determined using the CBQCA assay kit (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to 

manufacture specifications using unconjugated AHRPYAAC or GPSPFPAC peptides to 

generate standard curves.

Preparation of fibrinogen fragment D

Human fibrinogen (FIB 3, Enzyme Research Laboratories (ERL)) at 2 mg/mL was digested 

with 0.1 U/mL human plasmin (ERL) in HEPES (N-2-hydroxyethylpiperazine-N′-2-

ethanesulfonic acid) CaCl2 buffer (150mM NaCl, 5mM CaCl2, 25mM HEPES; pH 7.4) 

overnight at room temperature. Fragment D was isolated by incubating the plasmin-digested 

fibrinogen with GPRPAA beads at room temperature for 30 minutes, with occasional 

agitation [24, 25]. The unbound proteins and protein fragments were removed with 

excessive washing with HEPES + CaCl2 buffer. Fragment D was eluted with 1M sodium 

bromide and 50mM sodium acetate (pH 5.3). Eluted samples were pooled together and 

exchanged back into HEPES + CaCl2 buffer with a centrifugal filter (molecular weight 

cutoff, 10,000 Da). Fragment D was verified by sodium dodecyl sulfate–polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis and stored at −80°C until use.

Surface Plasmon Resonance

The Biacore 2000 (Biacore Lifesciences, GE Healthcare) was used to investigate kinetic 

binding constants (ka and kd) of knob peptide variants for fibrinogen Fragment D, which 

contains the polymerization holes. Briefly, Fragment D was covalently immobilized to gold-

coated SPR sensor chips via self-assembled monolayer surface chemistry to generate a 

nonfouling surface with a controlled density of reactive carboxylic acid groups. Mixed self-

assembled monolayers were generated on gold-coated chips by incubating with a 1-mM 
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mixture of tri(ethylene glycol)–terminated alkanethiols (HS-(CH2)11–(OCH2CH2)3–OH; 

ProChimia) and carboxylic acid– terminated alkanethiols (HS-(CH2)11–(OCH2CH2)6–

OCH2COOH) overnight [25]. On loading the senor chip into the Biacore 2000, the 

carboxylic acid–terminated alkanethiols in all 4 flow cells was activated by flowing 200 mM 

1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide (Sigma- Aldrich) and 50 mM N-

hydroxysuccinimide (Sigma-Aldrich; 5 μL/minute for 10 minutes). Immediately after 

activation, Fragment D was immobilized in 3 flow cells (5 μL/minute for 10 minutes) to 

achieve approximately 1500 resonance units (1 resonance unit ~1 pg/mm2). Unreacted N-

hydroxysuccinimide groups were quenched in all 4 flow cells (3 sample cells and 1 

reference cell) with 20 mM ethanolamine (10 μL/minute for 10 minutes). On stabilization of 

the baseline signal, kinetic binding experiments were run in duplicate with the peptide 

variants as the flow analytes. Five different concentrations for each peptide (ranging from 5 

μM to 1.5 mM) were flowed at 25 μL/minute for 4 minutes immediately followed by a 5-

minute dissociation phase. Between each run, the surface was regenerated with 1 M sodium 

bromide and 50 mM sodium acetate (pH 6.0).

SPR analysis and evaluation

SPR sensorgrams were analyzed with the aid of Scrubber 2 and ClampXP software (Center 

for Biomolecular Interactions Analysis, University of Utah) [26–28]. Sensorgrams with 

abnormalities (ie, baseline drift, air spikes, or irregular deviations) were excluded from 

analysis. Reference cell responses were subtracted from corresponding active response 

curves. Double-referenced curves were acquired by further subtracting the reference cell 

blank buffer injections from each reference subtracted response curve. All double-referenced 

curves were normalized by the molecular weight of each peptide and multiplied by 1000 to 

account for minor variations in response because of molecular weight. The resulting curves 

were then analyzed and fitted to the kinetic models. Kinetic modeling and simulations were 

performed with ClampXP software with the Langmuir 1:1 model or the heterogeneous 

ligand model; globally fitted parameters were determined for each kinetic dataset per 

peptide. Equilibrium binding constants were calculated from fitted kinetic constants. 

Goodness of fit for each model was determined by evaluating the residual plots and residual 

sum of squares.

Confocal Microscopy

Clot structure was analyzed using fluorescence confocal microscopy. Fibrin clots were 

prepared with a final fibrinogen concentration (FIB 3, ERL) of 1 mg/mL and 0.25 U/mL 

thrombin (human α-thrombin, ERL) in the presence or absence of various concentrations of 

free peptides or PEGylated peptides (1 mM, 250 μM and 100 μM) and examined using 

confocal microscopy (63x oil immersion objective, NA 1.4; Zeiss 510 VIS). These 

concentrations of peptides were chosen because they represented concentrations above, near 

and below the Kd values calculated for PEGylated knob B binding to fibrinogen fragment D. 

To allow for visualization of the fibrin matrix, Alexa Fluor 647-labeled fibrinogen was 

utilized for these assays. Clots were formed directly on a glass slide, overlaid with a 

coverslip and allowed to polymerize for an hour prior to imaging.
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Clot Polymerization Assays

Fibrin polymerization dynamics were observed in the presence of various concentrations (1 

mM, 250 μM and 100 μM) of free and PEGylated knob B and control peptide. Clots were 

formed in 25 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4 with final fibrinogen, thrombin and CaCl2 

concentrations of 1 mg/mL, 0.25 U/mL and 5 mM, respectively. Polymerization was 

monitored by real time analysis of clot turbidity through measuring A350 every minute for 

one hour using a plate reader (BioTek Synergy H4, Winooski, VT). Baseline absorbance 

values were subtracted from each reading and polymerization curves were analyzed to 

determine various parameters including final turbidity, half-max polymerization time and 

rate of polymerization. Half-max polymerization time corresponds to the time required to 

reach half of the maximum turbidity value. Following the one-hour polymerization phase, 

the amount of unclotted protein was determined by analyzing the clot liquor for total protein 

using the Quant-it protein assay (Invitrogen). Percent clottable protein was determined by 

comparing each experimental sample to negative control fibrinogen only samples.

Microrheology of fibrin clots

Local material response functions within hydrogels were measured by active microrheology 

(AMR) as previously described [29, 30]. Fibrin gels were polymerized as described in 

previous sections but with the addition of 2 μm microbeads added to the unpolymerized 

solution at a concentration of 1 mg/mL. A set of microbeads were chosen at random for 

active microrheology. Briefly, a microbead is oscillated by optical tweezers (1064 nm laser 

microbeam) steered by galvanometer mirrors. A detection laser microbeam (785nm) not 

steered by mirrors is focused onto the microbead, which deflects the detection beam as the 

microbead oscillates in position. Detection beam deflection is measured by a quadrant 

photodiode that outputs analog signals related to the absolute position of the bead. The 

optical trapping beam was oscillated sinusoidally with amplitude of 60 nm at frequencies 10, 

20, 50, 75, and 100 Hz. Local material properties, including the complex shear modulus G* 

are computed from the amplitude-phase response of each microbead relative to the laser. G* 

is decomposed into the storage and loss moduli, G′ and G″ respectively [31].

Bulk Rheology

Oscillatory rheology was performed on the various fibrin constructs using a cone-plate 

rheometer (Anton Paar, Graz, Austria) with a 25 mm diameter tool attachment. Clots were 

formulated as previously described and allowed to polymerize in contact with the tool for 

one hour prior to measurements. Frequency sweeps were performed over a frequency range 

from 0.01 Hz to 10 Hz at 0.1% strain to obtain storage and loss moduli. Average storage 

moduli were calculated from the average value over the frequency range for three different 

gel constructs. Data is represented as mean +/− SEM.

Formation of Fibrin Fibers for Single Fiber Experiments

Mimetic knob B (AHRPYAAC) was added to a fibrinogen solution in HEPES buffer (140 

mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES, 5 mM CaCl2, pH 7.4) and allowed to incubate at 37°C for 15 

min. After incubation, Human alpha Thrombin (ERL) and Human Factor XIII (FXIII) 

(ERL) were added to the solution and a clot was allowed to form on striated substrates made 
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from optical glue, as described previously, for 75 min [32]. Final concentrations of mimetic 

knob B for different samples were 1 mM, 250 μM, and 100 μM respectively. The final 

concentration of fibrinogen, thrombin, and FXIII were 3.2 μM (1.09 mg/ml), 0.3 NIH u/ml, 

and 9.00 Loewy u/ml respectively. Clots were also formed using PEGylated knob B with 

final concentrations of 1 mM, 250 μM, and 100 μM as described above. Control clots were 

formed from a fibrinogen solution and 5 kDa PEG with final concentrations of PEG being 1 

mM, 250 μM, and 100 μM as before. After clots were formed, fibers were labeled with 24 

nm yellow-green carboxyl fluorescent beads (Invitrogen, Fluospheres, Carlsbad, CA) diluted 

1/100 in fibrin buffer-2 (10mM HEPES, 140mM NaCl, pH 7.4). A 200 μl drop was added 

directly to the clot on the cover slide and allowed to bind to the fibers for 10 min. The slide 

was then rinsed and stored with HEPES buffer.

Combined Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)/Fluorescent Microscopy

Fibrin fiber manipulations were performed using a combined atomic force/fluorescent 

microscopy technique [32, 33]. The AFM (Topometrix Explorer, Veeco Instruments, 

Woodbury, NY) rests on a custom-made stage on top of an inverted microscope (Zeiss 

Axiovert 200, Göttingen, Germany). The cover slide with the fibrin sample is sandwiched 

between the AFM and the fluorescent microscope. The stage is designed to allow for 

independent movement of the fibrin sample, objective, and AFM cantilever. Fluorescence 

images were captured using a Hamamatsu EM-CCD C9100 Camera (Hamamatsu Photonics 

KK, Japan) and IPLab software (Scanalytics, Fairfax, VA). The AFM cantilever tip (CSC38/

AlBS, force constant 0.03–0.08 N/m, MikroMasch, Wilson, OR) was placed between two of 

the ridges in the striated substrate, next to a fiber for manipulation. The cantilever tip, 

controlled by nanoManipulator software (3rd Tech, Chapel Hill, NC) was then laterally 

moved to stretch a single fiber at a rate of 305 nm/s. The elapsed time, tip travel distance, 

and left-right photodiode signal were recorded by the nanoManipulator software.

Force and Strain Calculations

The force applied to single fibrin fibers and single fiber strain were calculated as previously 

reported [32]. The lateral force spring constant Kc, is determined from cantilever beam 

mechanics, , where E is the Young’s modulus of silicon (1.69×1011 

N/m2), w, t, and l are the cantilever width, thickness and length respectively, Sn is the 

normal sensor response of the cantilever, and h is the height of the tip. Using this and the 

left-right photodiode signal, Il, we can determine the lateral force using Fl = KC ·Il. The 

height of the tip and length and width of the cantilever were found using the optical 

microscope. The thickness was calculated using the resonance frequency of the cantilever, 

, where ρ is the density of silicon (2330 kg/m3). 

The force applied to the fiber, , was found using the lateral force measured by 

the AFM tip, Fl, and  found from Figure 6B, where s is the distance the tip 

traveled, recorded by nanoManipulator and Linitial is the initial length of the fiber. The strain 
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of each individual fiber was calculated from , where L′ is the length of the 

stretched fiber and Linitial is the initial length of the fiber.

Statistical Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed with Prism software program (GraphPad, San Diego 

CA). Data was analyzed using a one way analysis of variance (ANOVA) using a Tukey or 

Scheffe posthoc test at a 95% confidence interval.

Results

Binding kinetics

The binding capacities of knob B peptide, AHRPYAAC, non-binding peptide, GPSPFPAC, 

and their respective PEGylated peptides to fragment D were determined through SPR. 

Experimental SPR curves were fit to a Langmuir 1:1 model or a 2-site model to determine 

the association and dissociation rates (ka, kd, respectively) for each peptide variant. 

Goodness of Fit was analyzed by the residual sum of squares (RSS), which characterizes the 

difference between the experiment values and the fitted curves. A lower RSS corresponds to 

a better fit, and in general, this value should be below 10% of the maximum binding 

response. The RSS was evaluated for all knob peptide variants fit to both the Langmuir 1:1 

model as well as the 2-site model. Knob B native peptides and their PEGylated counterparts 

best fit a 2-site model, while the non-binding control only converged when fit to the 

Langmuir 1:1 model. Binding to fragment D was only observed for the native non-binding 

peptide and the PEGylated version at high (mM) concentrations, which is likely due to 

nonspecific interactions. Previous reports characterizing the affinity of knob A for fragment 

D also reported a 2-site binding model [25], presumably because knob A binds both hole a 

and hole b. The binding affinities of the knob B have not been previously reported, however, 

knob B is thought to only bind hole b. Examination of the fitted parameters for the 2-site 

model of knob B demonstrate one higher and one lower affinity interaction, with these 

values being two orders of magnitude apart for the PEGylated knob B. The higher affinity 

reaction is assumed to be the specific interaction of knob B and hole b, whereas the lower 

affinity reaction likely corresponds to nonspecific binding, as we have previously reported 

[25]. The experimental sensograms and their respective best fits are shown below in Figure 

1. The fitted parameters (ka, kd) for each knob peptide variant are displayed in Supplemental 

Table 1. Kd1, again assumed to be the specific interaction of knob B and hole b, was found 

to be 31 μM for free knob B peptide and 57 μM for the PEGylated knob B. The lower 

affinity Kd2, likely corresponding to nonspecific binding, was found to be 80 μM for free 

knob B peptide and 1750 μM for the PEGylated knob B. The calculated Kd for the 

nonbinding control peptides and their PEGylated counterpart were found to be 181 and 290 

μM, respectively. These results indicate that, at a minimum, micromolar concentrations of 

PEGylated knob B peptides are required to observe binding to fibrinogen. We therefore 

utilized peptide concentrations ranging from 100 μM – 1 mM for subsequent studies.
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Confocal Microscopy

Fibrin clots were polymerized in the presence of free or PEGylated knob B peptide or the 

non-binding control and examined using confocal microscopy. Inclusion of free or 

PEGylated knob B peptide greatly altered fibrin network structure, resulting in thicker fibers 

and an increased porosity (Figure 2) in a concentration dependent manner. The addition of 

free non-binding peptide had minimal effect on clot structure, while the PEGylated non-

binding peptide resulted in slight modifications of clot structure. Clots formed in the 

presence of the PEGylated non-binding peptides were found to have slightly more porous 

networks and thicker fibers than those observed in control clots. These differences highlight 

the different effects of knob B and PEG in alterations of clot structure.

Clot Polymerization Assays

Fibrin polymerization dynamics were analyzed in the presence of free or PEGylated knob B 

peptide, non-binding control peptide or free PEG by monitoring turbidity every minute for 1 

hour. Final turbidity was increased in the presence of free PEG at all concentrations tested 

while 1 mM concentrations of free ‘B’ peptide decreased turbidity (Figure 3, Supplemental 

Figure 1). It should be noted that confocal images demonstrate that the structures observed 

in the presence of free and PEGylated ‘B’ peptide, as well as free PEG, are extremely 

heterogeneous; turbidity measurements average over the entire structure and therefore these 

final turbidity measurements are somewhat difficult to interpret. Nonetheless, monitoring 

turbidity during polymerization does allow for direct monitoring of polymerization 

dynamics including polymerization rates. It was found that free knob B peptide increased the 

rate of polymerization at all concentrations tested. Interestingly, PEGylated knob B, along 

with free and PEGylated control peptides and free PEG, did not significantly alter 

polymerization rates except at 1 mM concentrations (Figure 3C). This increase could 

potentially be due to a molecular crowding effect due to high concentrations of PEG leading 

to a concentration of clotting factors. Following completion of polymerization, percent 

clottable protein was determined by measuring the protein content of the clot liquor and 

comparing values to fibrinogen only (no thrombin) controls (Figure 4). It was found that the 

presence of both free and PEGylated knob B peptide significantly decreased percent 

clottability (p<0.001) compared to the fibrin only control in a dose dependent manner. Clots 

formed in the presence of 1 mM free or PEGylated knob B peptide were found to be only 

26% or 34% clottable compared to fibrin controls which were 92% clottable. Polymerization 

in the presence of free PEG or GPSPFPAC-PEG was significantly inhibited at 1mM 

concentrations, and clots formed in the presence of these compounds were found to be 77% 

and 79% clottable, respectively. Polymerization was not significantly affected by the 

presence of free GPSPFPAC peptide; clots were found to be between 88% and 92% 

clottable for all concentrations tested.

Micro and Bulk Rheology

We characterized storage modulus of fibrin clots at both the micro and macro scales 

utilizing AMR and bulk rheology, respectively. For all conditions, G′ was not dependent on 

the frequency of oscillation (for the range tested) and we report the average value across 

frequencies. AMR results demonstrate that AHRP-PEG peptides increase storage modulus 
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(G′) in a dose dependent manner compared to control and at 1 mM concentrations, G′ is 

more than doubled and is significantly different (p<0.05) than control samples. An increase 

in storage modulus was also observed in the presence of free knob B peptide and free PEG, 

however these responses were muted in comparison and were not significantly different than 

control samples, indicating that the increased storage modulus has an additive effect. 

Interestingly, an initial spike in G′ was also observed upon addition of GPSPAAC-PEG 

samples compared to fibrin only controls (p<0.05) but G′ decreased with subsequent 

increases in GPSPAAC-PEG concentrations and was not significantly different than control 

samples. No significant differences in storage moduli were observed through bulk rheology 

analysis under any of the conditions tested.

Single Fiber Breaking Strain

We determined the breaking strain for individual fibrin fibers as is described previously 

[32]. Briefly, breaking strain was determined by stretching individual fibers attached at 

adjacent parallel ridges until they broke as can be seen in Figure 6. All fibers were stretched 

at a constant a rate of 305 nm/s. Figure 6D shows force strain curves for single fiber 

manipulations at low (100 μM) and high (1 mM) knob B concentrations while also showing 

that as the force applied to the AFM tip increased the force required to stretch the fibers also 

increased. Average single fiber breaking strains for 1 mM, 250 μM, and 100 μM 

concentrations of mimetic knob B (AHRPYAAC, AHRPYAAC-PEG) and free PEG as well 

as unmodified fibrin are shown in Figure 6E. At a 1 mM concentration of AHRPYAAC the 

breaking strain for individual fibers decreases by 78% when compared to unmodified fibrin 

fibers and slowly returned closer to the breaking strain for unmodified fibrin fibers as the 

concentration is lowered to 250 μM and then 100 μM. 1 mM concentrations of 

AHRPYAAC-PEG have an average breaking strain of 202%, 20% higher than the average 

breaking strain for unmodified fibrin fibers. At concentrations of 250 μM and 100 μM the 

average breaking strain drops to 164% and 171% respectively. For samples where PEG was 

added to a solution of fibrinogen prior to polymerization into fibrin, we see that the average 

breaking strain drops from 215% at 1 mM to 195% at 250 μM and finally to 167% at 100 

μM.

Discussion

Incorporation of both free and PEGylated synthetic knob B peptides significantly alter clot 

architecture, polymerization kinetics and mechanical properties. The engagement of hole b 

by synthetic peptides leads to the formation of a heterogeneous network displaying regions 

of dense fibrin interspersed among large pores. These changes are accompanied by a 

concentration dependent decrease in percent clottability, indicating less available protein is 

incorporated into the resulting clot, a result that is consistent with the highly porous nature 

of clots formed in the presence of both free knob B peptide and PEGylated knob B. 

Interestingly, free knob B peptides also significantly increase the rate of polymerization. 

Native knob B is thought to be exposed (via thrombin cleavage and release of the N-terminal 

fibrinopeptide B) at a slower rate than knob A, however engagement of hole b by knob B is 

thought to elicit a conformation change in fibrinogen which enhances further knob:hole 

interactions [11, 22, 34]. Our results that pre-engagement of hole b by synthetic knob B 
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peptides leads to enhanced rates of polymerization, could be due to this previously described 

knob B induced confirmation change.

Despite the increase in porosity and decreased clottability associated with engagement of 

hole b, these networks display increased stiffness at the micromechanical level. These 

results are enhanced greatly when the knob B peptide is PEGylated. We hypothesize that the 

lack of statistically significant differences in the bulk rheological measurements at the 

concentrations tested is due to the heterogeneous nature of the clots where slight differences 

in microarchitecture are averaged. For example, the combination of increased fiber stiffness 

with increased porosity as seen with the addition of PEGylated knob B could have 

competing effects on the storage modulus resulting in no change from the control group. 

AMR analysis indicates that the effect of PEG and knob B appear to be additive for 

enhancing storage modulus. However, free PEG and knob B peptide have opposite effects on 

fiber mechanics. Breaking strain decreases (fibers become less extensible) in the presence of 

free knob B peptide but also increases in the presence of free PEG, compared to control 

fibrin only fibers. Interestingly, the addition of PEGylated knob B decreases the extensibility 

of fibers at concentrations near its Kd but increase extensibility of fibers at concentrations 

above its Kd, indicating that the effects of PEG may dominate at higher concentrations.

It is well known that knob A:hole a interactions occur with higher affinity compared to knob 

B:hole b interactions, and are approximately six times stronger [35, 36]. The functional 

consequences of knob B:hole b interactions have been a topic of debate in the fibrin field. 

However, our data demonstrate that either free or PEGylated knob B peptides, when utilized 

at concentrations near or above their Kd concentration for Fragment D, significantly 

influence clot polymerization dynamics as well as structural and mechanical properties. 

While knob B:hole b interactions are not required for clot formation, they do influence 

clotting dynamics and, based on the current study, fibrin fiber and clot architecture. These 

data provide insight into the role of knob B:hole b interactions in clot formation.

Clot modifications via knob B molecular interference of polymerization may have 

interesting and advantageous properties for biomedical applications. Fibrin is a widely used 

biomaterial for tissue sealants and tissue engineering scaffolds; however, current 

commercial formulations lack the balance between mechanical properties and porosity 

required to achieve optimal handleability for clinical applications while also allowing for 

cell infiltration. The ability to create clots with increased porosity in conjunction with 

altered mechanical properties, as we have demonstrated here in the presence of knob B 

peptides, might be advantageous for addressing these current limitations.

Conclusion

Engagement of the fibrinogen hole b by synthetic knob B, either synthetic or PEGylated, 

significantly alters clot structure, polymerization dynamics and mechanical properties. Clots 

formed in the presence of synthetic knob B peptides are considerably more porous, 

polymerize faster, display increased G′ at the microscale and are comprised of fibers with 

increased elastic modulus but decreased extensibility compared to control clots. PEGylation 

of these knobs display similar features, however, the effect of PEG can be observed in 
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increased G′ as measured by AMR and increased fiber extensibility at higher concentrations. 

These data provide new insights into the kinetics of knob B:hole b interactions and their role 

in fibrin polymerization and clot structure. These data also demonstrate the effect of 

PEGylation on modification of knob B:hole b interactions and resulting further alterations to 

clot properties. PEGylated synthetic knob B could be utilized for targeting purposes for drug 

delivery or modification of fibrin networks for tissue engineering purposes.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Figure 1. Experimental SPR curves and fits
Fragment D immobilization and analysis of binding capacity of knobs. Fragment D was 

immobilized on the surface of a sensorchip (A). The binding capacities of knob B peptide, 

AHRPYAAC (B), non-binding peptide, GPSPFPAC (C), and their respective PEGylated 

peptides (D, E) to fragment D were analyzed through SPR. Representative experimental 

binding curves and fits are shown in black and red, respectively.
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Figure 2. Incorporation of free or PEGylated knob B peptides grossly alters clot structure in a 
concentration dependent manner
Fibrin clots were formed in the presence of 0.1, 0.25 or 1 mM free or PEGylated knob B, 

negative control peptides or free PEG. The presence of free or PEGylated knob B peptides 

greatly alters fibrin network structure, resulting in thicker fibers and an increased porosity in 

a concentration dependent manner.
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Figure 3. Quantitative analysis of polymerization dynamics
Turbidity curves obtained from clots formed in the presence of free or PEGylated knob B, 

negative control peptides or free PEG were analyzed to determine final clot turbidity (A), 

half polymerization time (B) and polymerization rate (C). Dotted lines indicate values 

obtained from fibrinogen + thrombin control samples. All concentrations of free knob B 

peptide tested increase rate of fibrin polymerization.
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Figure 4. Incorporation of free or PEGylated knob B peptides inhibits protein incorporation into 
clot
Fibrin clots were formed in the presence of 1, 0.25 or 0.1 mM free or PEGylated knob B or 

negative control peptides or free PEG. Following completion of polymerization, percent 

clottable protein was determined by analyzing total protein in the clot liquor. The presence 

of either free or PEGylated knob B peptide significantly decreased percent clottability in a 

dose dependent manner compared to the fibrin only control. ***, p<0.001, *, p<0.05, 

relative to fibrinogen + thrombin control
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Figure 5. Analysis of microscale and bulk mechanical properties
Fibrin clots were formed in the presence of 0.1, 0.25 or 1 mM free or PEGylated knob B or 

negative control peptides or free PEG and then storage modulus (G′) was determined 

through AMR (schematic A; results B) or bulk cone and plate rheology (C). An illustration 

of a laser trapped bead embedded in the fibrin network and oscillated by laser tweezers (left) 

with the response of the bead detected by a second laser and a brightfield image (right) 

shown in A. AMR demonstrated a dose dependent increase in G′ in the presence of 

PEGylated knob B compared to control clots, while bulk analysis was not able to resolve 

significant differences in any conditions analyzed.
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Figure 6. Single Fiber Manipulation for Determination of Breaking Strain
The fibrin fiber is suspended over the grooves of the striated substrate. The AFM cantilever 

tip, located above the sample, pulls on an individual fiber while the optical microscope, 

located below the sample, records fluorescent images of the manipulation (A). Top view of 

fiber manipulation (B). Linitial is the initial length of the fiber, L′ is the stretched length of 

the fiber, and s is the distance the cantilever tip has traveled. L′ can be calculated 

trigonometrically using s and Linitial. Fluorescent microscopy movie frames showing a single 

fibrin fiber being stretched and broken (C). The individual fiber is indicated by the arrow. 

Scale bar is 15μm. This setup was utilized to analyze single fibrin fibers formed with the 

addition of various concentrations of AHRPYAAC, AHRPYAAC-PEG, and free PEG. 

Fibers were pulled until they broke. Single fiber extensibility is shown in D. Representative 

data showing the difference in breaking strain for single fiber manipulations of 

AHRPYAAC (green), AHRPYAAC-PEG (black), and Free PEG (red) at a concentration of 

1mM or 100 μM. Note that the Fibrin concentration was held constant throughout all 

experiments and has been shown on and as a reference point. Fiber breaking strain is shown 

in (E). Numbers are given as a percentage of the fiber’s original length. Normal, unmodified 

fibrin fiber breaking strain is given as a reference point.
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